Immunological Aspects of Hypertension.
Hypertension is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide, being the major risk factor for stroke, heart failure and kidney diseases. During past decades, several therapies have been developed to afford an optimal regulation of blood pressure levels. However, the prevalence of uncontrolled hypertension still represents an unsolved problem, with a number of patients resistant as well to all ongoing antihypertensive treatments, raising unsolved mechanistic challenges. In the last years, the most attractive novelty in hypertension research postulated that immune system may have a crucial role in blood pressure elevation, as well as in end-organ damage. Here we briefly review the most important contribution revealing the role of innate and adaptive immune system in hypertension. Moreover, we discuss evidence showing that, in the regulation of body hemodynamics, the immune system and the autonomic nervous systems serve as two major sensory organs whose interaction is crucial for blood pressure increase and target organ damage in hypertension.